
 

AUTOMATIC GATES ENGINEERS MAKE DIFFERENT 

RECOMENDATIONS? 

 

Why do our engineers make different recommendations? This is a great question that 

has a very complex answer! 

 

The first problem is that we are all different and life’s experiences influence everybody’s 

thoughts and judgments. This is equally true with an engineer and as there are a limitless 

number of options and probable solutions, concerning any automatic entrance system, 

one persons view will differ from another’s. 

 

TYPICAL considerations for owner instruction include: 

 

 Actual fault repair options  Cause of fault solution options 

 Safety score improvement options Alternative safer system considerations 

 Reliability improvement options Alternative suggestions 

 Forecast life expectancy options Worthiness of repair or modification 

 Replacement value and options User new or current needs considerations 

 Security improvement options Consequential functional & cost options 

 Convenience upgrade options  General upgrade suggestion 

 Cosmetic improvements  Associated item consideration 

 

Any of these may be more important than any other to different owners or users and we 

could be criticized for leaving one off. Creating recommendations or offering suggestions 

for all of them can be an expensive exercise most customers are unwilling to pay for. 

 

Surly the engineers are all trained a similar way and should put forward the same 

recommendations? We wish it was that simple! Much like getting different builders to 

agree on how a building project should be undertaken, there are hundreds of differing 

options associated with even the simplest of gate project, repair or modification. 

 

Every engineer continually undergoes training across the 12 main Competence headings 

that form Gate-a-mation’s platform. Each heading has many sub headings and so on… 

 

Purpose - Motivation - Presentation - Communications - Policy & Procedure - Customer 

Support - Logistics - Products & Services - Fault Finding - Disciplines & Qualifications - 

Specialist Services - Associated Services 

 

This brings us to our second problem. There are thousands of parts and components from 

hundreds of suppliers, all with individual advantages and features. Also many parts can 

have an effect on the rest of the system once fitted, causing alternative issues. 

 



Some parts are no longer available as direct swops and their replacement is not straight 

forward. Also most manufacturers are based off shore and the technical support together 

with documentation can leave a lot to be desired. 

 

Currently there are 350 main suppliers with 10’s of 1000’s of parts that can be current as 

well as obsolete. Parts that may or may not be compatible or compliant? Added to this are 

all the associated components including, but not limited to; Building & Electrical 

materials, bespoke Structural & Physical items, Communications, Access Control, 

Surveillance, Lighting, Garage Doors, and many, many others, that could be relevant on 

any one visit….. 

 

Any other reason? Unfortunately Yes! With renewed guidelines regarding Health & 

Safety, following the tragic accidents involving children, all recommendations 

concerning safer use and operation of automatic systems remains under constant review. 

 

     
 

Manufacturers of component parts regularly look at their products safe performance and 

features with redesign common place. This has had a huge knock-on-affect throughout 

the industry, with many older systems now requiring complete upgrade. 

 

Is there a complete solution? Mostly YES, but it could require the replacement of the 

whole system and in some cases even more. 

 

           
 

What can we do to be best informed? Request a guide to the likely remaining reliable life 

expectancy of the original system and an estimate for the complete replacement of it so 

that it conforms to the latest standards. Or an estimate for a system upgrade to suit full 

compliance. Also, background research on the whole subject by the decision 

maker/owner is strongly advised (Design guides are available on our web site) 

 

Every day customers rely upon the recommendations that suit there need! 
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